GENERAL PROTECTION REGULATION DATA - GDPR
Information on the processing of personal data.
Dear Sir or Madam, hereby based on the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
(EU) 2016/679 of 27.04.2016 on the protection of natural persons in connection with the
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data and repealing Directive 95/46
/ EC (General Protection Regulation data), hereinafter referred to as: "GDPR" I inform you that
MM System Diapers Beata Celej process your personal data.
Details of this can be found below:
I. Personal data administrator:
Beata Celej, owner of MM System Diapers Beata Celej with its registered office in Zator at Pl.
Tadeusz Kościuszki 7, 32-640 Zator, NIP 5511207756, REGON 851798128.
II. Purposes and basics of processing:
a) the purpose of performing the obligation under Article 6 clause 1 lit. b. GDPR,
b) archive (evidentiality) purposes for securing information in the event of an accident the legal
need to prove facts by the Administrator, which is his legally legitimate interest (basis from Article
6 para. 1 lit.f GDPR),
c) the purposes of any determination, investigation or defence against claims directed to the
Administrator, which is legally justified business (basis from art.6 par.1 lit.f GDPR),
d) analytical goals related to the selection of services to meet the needs of the Administrator's
clients, what is his legitimate interest (basis from Art.6 para. 1 lit.f. GDPR)
e) statistical purposes related to the selection of services to meet the clients' needs Administrator,
which is his legitimate interest (basis from Article 6 paragraph. 1 lit. f GDPR).
III. Data recipients:
Your personal data may be disclosed to persons, entities, offices, governmental and selfgovernmental bodies defined in the provisions of related acts with performed activities.
IV. Data storage period:
Your personal data will be stored for the period necessary until the claims expire.
V. Your rights:
a) the right to access your data and receive a copy thereof,
b) the right to rectify (correct your data),
c) the right to delete data if you think that it is missing grounds for their processing, you can
request their removal,
d) the right to limit data processing if recognized by you that the data being processed is
incorrect, processed unreasonably or that you need them to determine pursuing or
defending claims; or for the time brought by you object to data processing
e) the right to object to data processing:
- marketing" objection, in the situation of data processing for the purpose conducting direct
marketing for this purpose;
- objection due to the special situation on a legal basis legitimate interest for purposes other than
direct marketing, a specific situation should then be indicated; in such cases the data processing by
the Administrator will cease, unless he demonstrates that the grounds for data processing are
superior against your rights or that your data is necessary to determine, pursue or defend claims,
f) the right to data portability; you have the right to receive from the Administrator in a
structured, universal broadcasting format machine-readable personal data about you which

we have you provided it on the basis of a contract or consent; you have the right have the
Administrator send this data directly to another entity,
g) the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority; you have the right to submit
complaint to the President of the Office for Personal Data Protection or other appropriate
the supervisory authority if it is considered that this data is being processed by
Administrator in a manner that is unlawful,
h) the right to withdraw consent to the processing of personal data; in each at the moment
you have the right to withdraw consent to the processing of this data personal data which
are processed on the basis of consent; withdrawal of consent does not affect the
lawfulness of the processing that has been carried out based on your consent before its
withdrawal.
VI. Information on the requirement / voluntary provision of data.
Providing your data is a statutory condition for taking action by Beata Celej owner of MM System
Diapers Beata Celej with its registered office in Zator at Pl. Tadeusz Kościuszki 7, 32-640 Zator,
NIP 5511207756, REGON 851798128.

